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Measuring Affect for the Study and Enhancement of Co-Present Creative Collaboration

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1997, when Rosalind Piccard outlined her manifesto for Affective Computing [1], the technological landscape was a far cry from the one that confronts us today. Mobile phones were little more than mobile phones, social networking took place predominantly in the presence of others, and the only creatures tweeting were birds. The huge changes afoot were, to an impressive extent, foreseen by Mark Weiser in his definitions of Ubiquitous Computing - a term he had coined early in the 90’s [2]. Weiser envisaged that computers would become omnipresent, but comparably invisible components in our everyday lives and physical environment. He hypothesised that this change would be driven by the expansion of the Internet, and a human desire “not to be held hostage” by technology [3]. The emergence of Affective Computing appeared to encapsulate the kind of technological advances that Weiser had in mind. By being able to interact with humans on an emotional level, affective computers could adopt a wider role in our lives whilst simultaneously appearing less computer-like.

Something that Weiser also understood was that the influence of technology on people is not a one-way process. Rather, it is a feedback loop, where new technologies lead to changes in lifestyles, which lead to changes in needs, and consequently investment in new technologies [4]. In the two decades since Weiser made his predictions, technological advances have emerged at such a pace that there has been little opportunity to reflect on the simultaneous changes occurring in the people exposed to these technologies. There is, however, an increasing amount of evidence to suggest that these changes are significant, affecting the way we interact [5]–[8], and the way we think [9]. Furthermore, it appears that these changes are not merely an extension of the affordances provided by new technology, they are also derivative of the very fabric on which much of this technology is built - digital data and structured logic. This is most starkly demonstrated in the modern methods that many of us use to represent and express ourselves - the binary ‘like’ button on Facebook, the length-restricted ‘packets’ of text sent via Twitter, our geo-located positions on Google Maps. Examples also exist beyond the internet: in 2012 the ‘New Aesthetic’ was popularised as a term referring specifically to the growing emergence of artwork and other physical objects that are directly influenced by the Internet and digital technology [10]. New consumer products like the Nike Fuelband are designed for a growing market of people who use technology to measure and quantify aspects of their daily lives in order to enhance their wellbeing [11].

In short, where we set out to create technology that was human-centred, it appears that to some extent humans are becoming technology-centred. Perhaps this is of little surprise, as for many people interactions with technology are now more commonplace than interactions with people. However it begs the question - if this trend in human-computer interaction continues, do we risk undermining some of the evolutionarily complex elements of human-human interaction? We believe that this is a poignant question for the affective computing community. By endowing computers with emotional capabilities, one has the power to either erode or exemplify a core human trait. In order to encourage the latter, we intend to undertake research that puts human-human interaction ahead of human-computer interaction. By first investigating the subtleties in the communication of affect between people, we will be better placed to re-consider the role that computers might play in enhancing affective interactions.

Our research will be concerned with a particular type of interaction - one which is emotionally rich, and which showcases perhaps the most unique and celebrated of human qualities - the capacity to create. In particular, we will investigate collaborative creativity in the context of musical performance, where two or more individuals are co-presently engaged in the activity of creating music. Creativity in itself is a little understood human trait, and we believe that our research will also contribute towards a better understanding of the influence that affect and social signals have on creative actions.
II. RESEARCH MOTIVATION & AIMS

Following on from the issues discussed above, our core motivation is a desire to see that advances in affective computing contribute towards the understanding and enrichment of our emotional experiences with other people. In order to further our understanding in this field, we believe it is necessary to conduct empirical studies that employ quantitative methods to investigate affect in the context of live human-human interaction situations. These studies can be enriched by asking more extensive and detailed research questions with the help of tools and methods that are the result of existing affective computing research. The new challenges will arise from the fact that the stimulus-response pathway is no longer unidirectional. Instead, a more complex situation exists whereby one person’s emotional response becomes the other person’s emotional stimulus, and vice versa.

Given the expansive nature of interaction situations that occur in everyday human life, we decided that our PhD study will focus on a particular type of situation. Our criteria for selecting this situation were: creativity, emotional richness, co-presence (shared space), and the potential for technological intervention. We chose live, creative musical collaboration because it satisfies all of these criteria. Furthermore, we believe that emotion-sensing technologies hold great potential in enhancing our experience of the performing arts in general, where emotional expression is exaggerated and the value of physical presence is highly regarded. An additional advantage to our chosen situation is that qualitative and quantitative measures of engagement and creativity can be obtained through analysis of actions during music making experiences [12], [13]. Investigating the relationship between measures of creative collaboration and real-time emotional data would be something that very few, if any, previous studies have attempted.

In light of the above, the main aims of our research are as follows:

- **Investigate how best to continuously measure affect in dyadic/triadic interactions**: We will adopt, and then modify various techniques from the field of affective computing, which could include physiological, cognitive and behavioural measures. Following a pilot study, we will select a specific set of tools and methods based on their ability to discriminate relevant aspects of affective communication.

- **Design and create a collaborative interface for musical performance**: The interface will be used for collecting experimental data and observations. It will be specifically designed in order to maximise action awareness between participants, and to encourage non-verbal affective communication. Affect sensing should be incorporated into the design in such a way as to minimise the visibility and felt presence of the sensors. Part of the intention in designing this interface will be to direct our research towards real-world applications and technological innovation.

- **Analyse experimental data**: Using statistical and machine learning techniques, we will investigate correlations between measures of affective interaction, user experience and creative output. These findings should contribute towards our understanding of emotions and their role in creative collaborations. They should also suggest specific recommendations for the design of new musical interfaces.

III. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

A. AFFECT RECOGNITION

Embodied human emotion is commonly separated into three components: cognitive (thoughts and feelings), behavioural (expressions and actions) and physiological (biochemical and electrical changes in the body). The automatic recognition of human emotions through analysis of these components is an area of research that has gathered momentum since the turn of the century. For example, the analysis of behavioural features such as facial expressions and posture can successfully discriminate posed emotional states [14]. In the study of anxiety, physiological parameters such as salivary cortisol [15], heart rate [16], and galvanic skin response (GSR) [17] have been shown to vary with levels of stress. Functional MRI and EEG are able to identify felt emotions by analysing the brain’s response to affective stimuli such as images [18] and music [19].

Much of the work in this area has been carried out in the field of Affective Computing, which encompasses the development of technologies that are able to recognise, react to, and/or express emotions. The work in this field has mainly focused on categorising the discrete emotional responses of individuals who are presented with pre-recorded, static or virtual stimuli, usually in a laboratory setting [14]. Following the success of this work, researchers are now starting to look towards systems that are able to recognise affect in more true-to-life, spontaneous settings [22]. For example, researchers at MIT Media Lab have developed software that can use a webcam to continuously monitor the facially-expressed emotion of people viewing online videos [20]. In another application, the musical score and sequence of scenes in a film were dictated by the emotional responses of the audience, as inferred from physiological measurements [21]. These examples highlight the importance of considering context and task when designing for the measurement of affect in the wild [22] (e.g. a webcam is well suited for measuring affect at a computer, but in a dark cinema its performance may degrade).

An area of research that has not yet received much attention is the application of affect recognition in situations where the interaction is occurring between people. This, in itself, is not an entirely new idea. In her early work, Picard discussed the potential for affective computing to increase the “affective bandwidth” of person-to-person communication [23, p. 57]. However, her choice of language was computer-centric, with the word “bandwidth” implying that emotional communication could be improved by simply transmitting more information. The reality is that we still do not possess a good understanding of what effective emotional communication actually entails.

B. AFFECT AND CREATIVE COLLABORATION

The influences of affect on creativity and collaboration are relatively unexplored areas of research, which tend to reside within the realms of social psychology and cognitive science. To gain insight into these areas it is helpful to look towards...
more general theories that encompass the study of affect and interaction. The theory of **emotional contagion** refers to the processes by which the emotional representations of a person or group influence the emotions of another person or group. Evidence for emotional contagion has been reported in studies of dyadic as well as group interactions [24]. In the latter it has been reported that emotional contagion also affects group processes such as task performance and cooperation. An interrelated theory is that of **behavioural mimicry** - a process whereby actions or emotions represented by one person subconsciously cause congruent behaviour in another person. There is a growing body of evidence for behavioural mimicry at both behavioural and cognitive levels (see [25] for a review). In particular, it has been shown that positive mood increases mimicry behaviour and that mimicry stimulates convergent thinking [26]. The potential for further studies relating affective and social states to mimicry behaviour is highlighted by the recent publication of a multimodal database for mimicry analysis [27]. The database comprises audio-visual recordings of mimicry-prone dyadic interactions, which are annotated with various behavioural observations.

The aforementioned findings indicate that the theories of emotional contagion and behavioural mimicry have the potential to assist in advancing our understanding of how emotion and non-verbal behaviour influence creative collaboration. Following the same abstracted approach, it is also helpful to put interaction to one side and look specifically towards research on emotion and creativity. Existing studies have predominantly explored the long-term influence of mood on creative output, often in a workplace setting. Such studies have generally reported that positive mood causes increased creativity [28]. Interestingly, it has also been suggested that changes in mood may be more conducive to creative thinking than static mood states [29]. A more robust theory for the relationship between emotion and creativity is provided by the “dual pathway” model [30] (see Fig. 1). This model suggests that emotions with high arousal (e.g. anger, elation) lead to greater originality and creative fluency (the number of ideas, insights and solutions generated) when compared to low arousal emotions (e.g. sadness, serenity). For positive emotions with high arousal, the increased creativity is attributed to increased cognitive flexibility. For negative emotions with high arousal, the increased creativity is attributed to increased persistence. Cognitive flexibility and persistence therefore represent the two proposed pathways to increased creativity. A notable feature of these studies is that they tend to focus on correlations between discrete emotional states and overall creativity. There is an absence of research that addresses continuous affective interactions and their measurement and assessment, as well as their real-time influences on creative tasks.

A final theory which is worthy of attention is the theory of **distributed cognition** [31]. This is a framework for looking at social interaction, which emphasises that cognitive processes are not confined to the individual and can in fact be represented by distributed psychological, physical and temporal constructs. For example, during the joint editing of a manuscript, the reviewer and author’s written comments over time represent the distributed cognitive processes which lead to the final version of the manuscript. It is reasonable to suggest that this framework could also be applied to the study of affective collaborative interactions. Indeed, the term “distributed emotion” has already been coined and investigated [32], but further research is required to validate its potential for enhancing affective, creative and collaborative interactions.

### IV. HYPOTHESES & METHODOLOGY

Our core hypothesis is that emotional communication between interacting individuals comprises subtle and co-dependent dynamic properties which are neither fully understood nor modelled. Furthermore, we propose that modern technology is sufficiently advanced to facilitate the study of these properties through quantitative measurement. In the specific context of collaborative music performance, we also hypothesise that the nature of the affective communication and social signals displayed will have an observable effect upon the creative outcomes of the interaction.

We will attempt to investigate our hypotheses using methods that centre on experimental studies of dyadic or triadic interactions. We will initiate this work by carrying out a pilot study, described below.

### A. Pilot Study

The intention of the pilot study will be to inform and guide the research on creative and collaborative music making, and the subsequent development of a collaborative music interface. This interface will act as a musical instrument, enabling multiple people to compose live music together. It will also have the ability to sense affective features of their interaction, which will be used in real-time to guide and enhance the collaborative experience.

Our pilot study will invite pairs of experienced percussionists to participate in a set of collocated performances, during which various measurements will be recorded and variables modified. We have chosen to exclusively use percussionists in this study for the following reasons:
- **Collection of performance data:** Features of a drum-based performance, such as timing, can be recorded accurately using electronic sensors. This would be more difficult to achieve with wind instruments, for example.

- **Information conveyed in the visual channel:** Playing the drums generally involves pronounced physical movement. By maximising the visually available performance information we hope to increase the affective stimuli available to both musicians.

- **Influence of melody:** The drum performances will not contain significant melodic content. This simplifies the experimental setup, since it would be difficult to quantify melodic aspects of the performance, such as major/minor keys, which would clearly influence affective responses.

The percussionists will each have a single drum, which they will play with one hand only, thus restricting the complexity of the performances. There will be two performance conditions, one where the participants are separated by an opaque screen, and the other where they are in full visibility of each other. For each condition the participants will give two performances: in the first they will each play an identical pre-written rhythm that is simple enough to be played from memory; in the second they will improvise together freely. Following the performances, the participants will be asked to watch video recordings of their improvised pieces whilst providing feedback in the form of a survey. The survey will ask the participants to rate segments of each performance based upon subjective reports of experience and musical creativity.

Previous studies on co-present music performance have focused on the outwardly observable features of communicative processes such as the organisation of space and musical contributions [33], [34]. By highlighting features of collaborative interaction these studies help reveal the role which technology might have in enhancing and mediating music making activities in both co-present and non-co-present situations. Our pilot study will follow on from this work but will also investigate features that may not be visible to the naked eye, such as subcutaneous and subconscious psychophysiological variables. Table I provides a list of the variables we aim to incorporate in our study.

### Table I. List of Variables & Equipment to be Used for the Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capture Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborator visibility</td>
<td>Physiological</td>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
<td>Shimmer wireless ECG and GSR sensor&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>Emotiv EEG headset&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical task</td>
<td>Behavioural</td>
<td>Body motion</td>
<td>Asus Xtion&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Pupil eye tracker&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Facial expressions</td>
<td>Video capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task outcomes</td>
<td>Task outcomes</td>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Piezoelectric contact microphones attached to drums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Velocity/amplitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>http://www.shimmer-research.com<br><sup>b</sup>http://www.emotiv.com<br><sup>c</sup>http://www.asus.com/Multimedia/Xtion_PRO_LIVE<br><sup>d</sup>https://code.google.com/p/pupil

The main aims of the pilot study are as follows:

- **Test equipment:** We will use a combination of physiological monitoring equipment in order to measure heart rate, GSR, and EEG. We will also use depth sensitive cameras in order to record motion capture data. The pilot study will enable us to assess the practicalities of using such equipment on musicians.

- **Identify variables:** By recording a large range of variables whilst modifying multiple independent variables we will be able to get an idea of which variables, and data sources offer the greatest potential for further investigation.

- **Obtain preliminary findings:** In the course of analysing data from the study, we hope to report findings, which not only lead onto further work but which are also publishable in their own right.

Where possible, the study will be controlled - this will be done by ensuring that conditions between experiments change as little as possible, and by collecting baseline data with musicians performing alone. An outline of the experimental setup for the pilot study is shown in Fig. 2.

### B. Evaluation

Our research will gather a large amount of quantitative data. The most significant portion of this will relate to affective measures. We will analyse these measures by starting at the level of the individual, and subsequently extending our analysis to incorporate relationships between individuals, both in dyadic and triadic collaborations. Additionally, action related data will enable us to look at the timing and the nature of participant

![Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed setup for the pilot study involving pairs of percussionists.](image-url)
interaction with the music interface. Lastly, observations, self-report measures and audio recordings will provide information relating to engagement and creativity. Correlations between all of these data sets will also be investigated.

V. CURRENT & FUTURE WORK

This doctoral research project began in October 2012, however it was preceded by a five month industrial placement project. The project involved the design and subsequent analysis of a high profile interactive public installation, which incorporated both physiological and motion sensors [35]. A large amount of data was collected during the installation, the experience of organising and analysing this data provided valuable insights into the methods and challenges that may accompany our future work. Over the last year we have also been involved with the development of two audio-visual installations, both of which use physiological measurements as inputs. One of these - Cor Cordis - was exhibited as an installation at the 2012 conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME). The installation used wireless sensors to simultaneously measure the breathing movements and heart beats of up to four people and subsequently map them to a light sculpture and audio soundscape. This practical work has developed our skills in designing and building interactive music interfaces. It has also forced us to critique existing works. Our doctoral research will build upon these works.

A rough outline for future work is provided in the Gantt chart in Fig. 3, and comprises the following tasks:

1) Carry out a pilot study with percussionists  
2) Analyse data from the pilot study  
3) Write a paper on the pilot study  
4) Background research and design of a collaborative music interface  
5) Build a collaborative music interface with affect and non-verbal behaviour sensing  
6) Test the interface in a short pilot study  
7) Modify/redesign if required  
8) Carry out public/private studies with the interface  
9) Analyse the acquired data  
10) Write a paper on the main study  
11) Investigate and implement design suggestions for affective and communicative interaction  
12) Write up PhD thesis

With regard to the studies involving our collaborative music interface, we are particularly keen on gathering data from non-laboratory settings. We found in our previous works [35] that this approach of taking research into ‘the wild’ provides some valuable advantages, especially when evaluating technology that is designed to have real-world applications. The Victoria & Albert Museum in London holds frequent showcase events for postgraduate students to exhibit their research. This could be a great opportunity for us to access the kind of high-profile setting where we hope to collect a large amount of our data.

VI. CONCLUSION

The research presented in this paper aims to investigate collaborative creativity in the context of musical performance, where two or more individuals are co-presently engaged in the activity of creating music. Our work aims to contribute towards a better understanding of the influence that affect and social signals have on creative actions, specifically during music performances. By outlining the motivations and intentions behind our doctoral research, we hope to stimulate discussion and constructive criticism surrounding the topics that we have addressed. Such dialogue is an important part of the research process, especially during these formative stages. We believe that the work we are undertaking will explore territories that are relatively untouched by the existing affective computing research. Therefore, our hope is that our research findings will bring valuable insight and contributions to the field, and inspire future work.
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